The disclosure provides a login method, an open platform identification method, an open platform and an open platform system. A user terminal is guided to agree to authorize a third party application via a page of the open platform; when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform brings a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform; then the third party application performs user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; and when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform, and thus login can be implemented in various forms. A user does not need to register or manage login accounts of a plurality of websites and meanwhile the prompt and push problem of the third party application is solved.
S101: an open platform enters a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal

S102: when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, a first login identification and a first login key of the user terminal is sent to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform; and the third party application performs the user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first login identification and the first login key

S103: when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform

end
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1. **Start**

2. When the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, the open platform acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal (S201)

3. The open platform account is sent to the third party application (S202)

4. A notification instruction sent by the third party application is received, and a prompt message corresponding to the notification is sent, on behalf of the third party application, to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction (S203)

5. **End**
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the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction

S2031

a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal

S2032

end
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the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction

S2033

verification is performed on the AppID of the third party application

S2034

a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds
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end
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S101: an open platform enters a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal

S1021: the open platform generates an initial login identification and an initial login key according to a login account of the user terminal

S1022: according to a preset mapping relationship, the initial login identification and the initial login key are converted into the first login identification and the first login key correspondingly

S102: when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the first login identification and the first login key of the user terminal is sent to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform; and the third party application performs the user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first login identification and the first login key

S104: verification is performed on the third party application according to the first login identification and the first login key; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds

S103: when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform

end
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LOGIN METHOD, OPEN PLATFORM IDENTIFICATION METHOD, OPEN PLATFORM AND OPEN PLATFORM SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This is a continuation application of International Patent Application No.: PCT/ CN2012/085185, filed on Nov. 23, 2012, which claims priority to Chinese Patent Applications No.: 201110376343.4 and 201110375863.3 both filed on Nov. 23, 2011, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The disclosure relates to the field of open platform, and in particular to a login method, an open platform identification method, an open platform, and an open platform system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In existing technology, when a user logs in a website, the user generally needs to register a login account on this website and sets a corresponding login password. The account registered on website A by a user can be used to log in the website A only, but can not be used to log in website B. Therefore, if a user needs to log in a plurality of websites, the user needs to register corresponding accounts, thus a plurality of accounts need to be managed and inconvenience is caused to the user.

[0004] There also is a condition to access the account of a user registered website through a third party application website. However, considering safety and user privacy, if the user needs to access the third party application website, it is necessary for an open platform of a registered website to authorize the third party application website, that is to say, when the user accesses the third party application without logging in or the third party application is not authorized, the open platform of the registered website would not transmit related parameters of the user to the third party application; at this time, the third party application cannot access basic data of the user such as personal information. If the third party application can not provide services to the user without acquiring the basic data of the user, then the user is not allowed to access resources provided by the third party application and not allowed to enjoy services provided by the third party application. Take a Sohu MicroBlog account for example, if a third party application requests to access the Sohu MicroBlog account of a user, then, after authorizing the access right of this account to the third party application, the user can use the relevant function of the Sohu MicroBlog in the third party application, and the third party application also can access and update related data of the MicroBlog of the user.

[0005] However, the existing authorized login method of third party application is complicated at implementation and can not meet the requirements of users. Moreover, the instant communication open platform, serving as a client platform system, has a problem in the implementation of prompt. The operation and maintenance centre of the application which needs to send a prompt message is unaware of which open platform the user runs on currently, that is to say, the operation and maintenance centre does not know which platform the message should be transmitted to.

SUMMARY

[0006] The main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a login method, an open platform and an open platform system which are easy to be implemented and are convenient for a user to log in a plurality of websites.

[0007] In order to achieve the purpose above, the disclosure provides a login method, including:

[0008] an open platform enters a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal;

[0009] when connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, a first login identification (OpenID) and a first login key (OpenKey) of the user terminal are sent to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform; and the third party application performs user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; and

[0010] when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform.

[0011] In the scheme above, the method may further include:

[0012] after the first OpenID and the first OpenKey of the user are sent to the third party application,

[0013] verification is performed on the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

[0014] In the scheme above, the step that verification is performed on the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey may include:

[0015] a verification request is received from the third party application, wherein the verification request carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; and

[0016] verification is performed on the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried in the verification request.

[0017] In the scheme above, the method may further include:

[0018] after the verification succeeds, the open platform returns user authorization data to the third party application.

[0019] In the scheme above, the method may further include: before the first OpenID and the first OpenKey of the user terminal are sent to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform,

[0020] the open platform generates an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal; and

[0021] according to a preset mapping relationship, the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey are converted into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly.

[0022] In the scheme above, the open platform may enter the page according to an application login instruction of the user terminal; or

[0023] the user terminal may log in the third party application and the third party application may call an interface of the open platform, so as to make the open platform enter the page.

[0024] In the scheme above, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, the process of identifying the open platform may include:

[0025] when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, the open platform
acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an application ID (AppID) of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, the open platform account is sent to the third party application, a notification instruction is received from the third party application, and on behalf of the third party application a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0026] The disclosure provides a login open platform, including a guide module, a sending module and a platform identification module.

[0027] wherein the guide module is configured to enter a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal,

[0028] wherein the sending module is configured to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform when connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, so that the third party application performs user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and

[0029] the platform identification module is configured to send a prompt message to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

[0030] In the scheme above, the open platform may further include:

[0031] a verification module, which is configured to verify the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

[0032] In the scheme above, the verification module may be further configured to receive a verification request sent from the third party application, the verification request carrying the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and to verify the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried in the verification request.

[0033] In the scheme above, the verification module may be further configured to return user authorization data to the third party application after the verification succeeds.

[0034] In the scheme above, the open platform may further include:

[0035] a generation-conversion module, which is configured to generate an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal, and to convert the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey corresponding according to a preset mapping relationship.

[0036] In the scheme above, the platform identification module may include: an acquisition module, a sending module and a prompt module,

[0037] wherein the acquisition module is configured to acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

[0038] wherein the sending module is configured to send the open platform account to the third party application, and

[0039] wherein the prompt module is configured to receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0040] The disclosure provides a login system, including: a user terminal, an open platform and a third party application,

[0041] wherein the user terminal is configured to link to the open platform and to send an authorization instruction for the third party application to the open platform, and to receive access resources and services provided by the third party application when the authorized login of the third party application succeeds,

[0042] wherein the open platform is configured to enter a page to receive an authorization instruction for the third party application from the user terminal, to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform when connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, and to send a prompt message to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, and

[0043] wherein the third party application is configured to receive the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent by the open platform, to send a login status according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources of the third party application and provide site services for the user terminal.

[0044] In the scheme above,

[0045] the open platform may be further configured to verify the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

[0046] the third party application may be further configured to be subject to validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server, or, the third party application may be configured to be subject to the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform.

[0047] In the scheme above,

[0048] the third party application may be further configured to send to the open platform a verification request to acquire user authorization data, the verification request carrying the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and to receive the user authorization data returned by the open platform after the open platform verifies the OpenID and the first OpenKey are valid.

[0049] In the scheme above,

[0050] the third party application may be further configured to receive an application login instruction from a client, and to call, according to the application login instruction, an interface of the open platform so as to open a page of the open platform.

[0051] In the scheme above, the open platform may be configured to:

[0052] acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application;

[0053] send the open platform account to the third party application;
[0054] receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0055] The disclosure provides an open platform identification method, including:

[0056] when a user terminal logging into an open platform initiates a third party application, the open platform acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal;

[0057] the open platform account is sent to the third party application; and

[0058] a notification instruction is received from the third party application, and on behalf of the third party application a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0059] In the scheme above, the step that the open platform acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal may include:

[0060] the open platform acquires the open platform account from cache; or

[0061] the open platform generates a temporary open platform account through a preset algorithm according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0062] In the scheme above, the step that the open platform sends, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction may include:

[0063] the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction; and

[0064] the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

[0065] In the scheme above, the step that the open platform sends, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction may include:

[0066] the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction; and

[0067] verification is performed on the AppID of the third party application;

[0068] the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

[0069] The disclosure provides an open platform, including a platform identification module, wherein the platform identification module includes: an acquisition module, a sending module and a prompt module.

[0070] wherein the acquisition module is configured to acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of a third party application and a platform login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application,

[0071] wherein the sending module is configured to send the open platform account to the third party application, and

[0072] wherein the prompt module is configured to receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0073] In the scheme above, the acquisition module may be further configured to acquire the open platform account from cache, or, the acquisition module may be configured to generate a temporary open platform account through a preset algorithm according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0074] In the scheme above, the prompt module may include:

[0075] a searching unit, configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction; and

[0076] a sending unit, configured to send the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

[0077] In the scheme above, the prompt module may further include a verification unit,

[0078] the searching unit may be further configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction;

[0079] the verification unit may be configured to verify the AppID of the third party application, and

[0080] the sending unit may be further configured to send the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

[0081] The disclosure provides an open platform identification system, including an open platform and a third party application,

[0082] the open platform is configured to: acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application; send the open platform account to the third party application; receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction,

[0083] the third party application is configured to: receive the open platform account sent by the open platform and record a relationship between the third party login account of the user terminal and the open platform account, when the user terminal logs in the third party application; acquire the open platform account according to the third party login account of the user terminal and provide a notification to the open platform, when the third party application needs to send the notification to the user terminal.
The disclosure provides a login method, an open platform identification method, an open platform and an open platform system. A user terminal is guided to agree to authorize a third party application via a page of the open platform; when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform brings a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform; then the third party application performs user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; and when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform, and thus login can be implemented in various forms. Therefore, the user does not need to register or manage login accounts of a plurality of websites, but needs one registered account on an open platform only to access a plurality of websites after authorization, and thus convenience is provided to the user; meanwhile, the prompt and push problem of the third party application is solved, and the interference problem caused by cross-platform application is prevented.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of a first embodiment of a login method provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of Step 103 shown in FIG. 1 of the disclosure;
FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a first example of Step 203 shown in FIG. 2 of the disclosure;
FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of a second example of Step 203 shown in FIG. 2 of the disclosure;
FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of a second embodiment of a login method provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 6 shows a flowchart of a first example of the second embodiment of the login method provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 7 shows a flowchart of a second example of the second embodiment of the login method provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 8 shows a structure diagram of a first embodiment of an open platform provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 9 shows a structure diagram of a second embodiment of an open platform provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 10 shows a structure diagram of a platform identification module included in an open platform provided by the disclosure;
FIG. 11 shows a structure diagram of a first example of a prompt module included in the platform identification module of the disclosure;
FIG. 12 shows a structure diagram of a second example of a prompt module included in the platform identification module of the disclosure;
FIG. 13 shows a structure diagram of an embodiment of a login system of the disclosure; and
FIG. 14 shows a structure diagram of an embodiment of an open platform identification system of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The operating environment for the methods of the embodiments of the disclosure involves an open platform, a third party application site (hereinafter called third party application) and a user-oriented client (called user terminal in the following embodiments). The user terminal has registered a login account and a corresponding password on the open platform, the user thus can perform instant-communication login in the open platform through the registered login account and the corresponding password. In the disclosure, the user terminal authorizes the third party application through the open platform, thereby implementing the third-party authorized login of instant communication.

Technical terms involved in the embodiments of the disclosure include the followings:

AppID: it is a unique identification of an application. Application Program (APP) basic information can be found through the AppID. The AppID is allocated uniformly by the open platform when the third party application performs registration.

AppSecret: when the user terminal logs in the third party application in an instant communication mode and when the open platform returns an OpenKey to the third party application, in order to ensure the safety of communication between a server of the third party application and a server of the open platform, to avoid malicious use of a communication channel and to guarantee the authority of the third party application, it is needed to add a signature mechanism using the AppSecret during communication. The AppSecret is unique and not published, and is known by the open platform and the third party application only.

OpenID: it is a user ID used for communicating with the third party application, and is corresponding to the instant communication number of the user terminal. The third party application must carry the OpenID when accessing the OpenAPI.

OpenKey: it is a verification character string for the communication of the third party application, and the third party application must carry the OpenKey when accessing the OpenAPI.

OpenAPI: it is a programming interface provided by the open platform for the access of the third party application.

As shown in FIG. 1, the first embodiment of the disclosure provides a login method, which includes the following steps.

Step 101: an open platform enters a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal.

Step 108: the page that the open platform enters is an authorization page. The open platform may enter the authorization page according to an application login instruction of the user terminal. The application login instruction might be a voice instruction, also might be a control set by the open platform for allowing the user terminal to access the third party application, for example, the user might click an APP application button of a client to enter the authorization page. Alternatively, the user terminal may log in the third party application (for example, the user enters the third party application by clicking a login button on the third party application) and then the third party application calls an interface of the open platform, so as to make the open platform enter the authorization page, wherein the interface might be a javascript Application Programming Interface (js API).

After the open platform enters the authorization page, the open platform guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application.

Step 102: when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, a first login identification
(OpenID) and a first login key (OpenKey) of the user terminal is sent to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform; and the third party application performs the user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey.

[0111] When the user terminal agrees the authorization and the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform opens, according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform, a login success page of the third party application to notify the third party application that the user terminal agrees the authorization, along with the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent by the open platform to the third party application.

[0112] After the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey transmitted from the open platform, the third party application performs authorization login. After the authorization login succeeds, the third party application sends a login status, so as to allow the user to access resources provided by the third party application and allow the user to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

[0113] Step 103: when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, a prompt message is sent to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform.

[0114] Step 103, as shown in FIG. 2, specifically includes the following steps:

[0115] Step 201: when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, the open platform acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal.

[0116] In this embodiment, the open platform might be an instant communication open platform, for example, QQ open platform and the like. The user logs in the open platform through the platform login account on a PC or a mobile phone (an iPhone). The platform login account serves as the identification for allowing the user to log in the open platform. After the user logs in the open platform, the user may click a third party application running on this open platform based on actual needs, so as to acquire corresponding services or resources.

[0117] In order to identify the open platform, an embodiment sets a parameter, i.e. an open platform account (hereinafter expressed as QPlusID) associating the third party application with the user terminal. This parameter QPlusID is generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0118] Each user terminal has a platform login account on the open platform. The third party application on each open platform has a corresponding AppID. The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application serves as the identification of the open platform, so that the third party application can send a message to the corresponding open platform according to the QPlusID when it wants to make a prompt through the open platform.

[0119] The open platform may adopt a preset algorithm to generate the QPlusID according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application. For example, the open platform can concatenate the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application together to generate the QPlusID, through existing symmetrical encryption algorithms such as Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA), Data Encryption Standard (DES) and International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA). The above symmetrical encryption algorithms belong to existing mature schemes and no further description is repeated here.

[0120] The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application may be generated in advance and saved in a local cache, or may be generated temporarily.

[0121] After the user terminal logs in the open platform and initiates the third party application, if the cache of the open platform has a corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform acquires the corresponding QPlusID directly; if the cache has no corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform triggers its background server to generate a QPlusID according to information such as the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0122] Step 202: the open platform account is sent to the third party application.

[0123] After the open platform acquires the QPlusID associated with the third party application with the user terminal, the open platform notifies the third party application to acquire the QPlusID. After the third party application acquires through its front end the QPlusID sent from the open platform, the third party application logs in a background server of the third party application and sends the acquired QPlusID to the background server of the third party application for saving. The background server of the third party application also saves the relationship between the login account of the user terminal on the third party application (that is, the third party login account referred to in this embodiment) and the QPlusID, so that the third party application can provide the QPlusID to the open platform when needing the open platform to transmit a prompt message to the user terminal.

[0124] Step 203: a notification instruction sent by the third party application is received, and a prompt message corresponding to the notification is sent, on behalf of the third party application, to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0125] At a certain point, when the background server of the third party application needs to notify the front end of the third party application, the front end of the third party application might be an online state or an offline state. The background server of the third party application searches out from a locally saved list the QPlusID corresponding to the third party login account of the user terminal and specifies the corresponding QPlusID when making a request to an interface of the prompt centre of the open platform. The prompt centre of the open platform inquires the background server of the open platform about the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application, in this way, the prompt centre of the open platform learns the destination of the prompt message, and verifies whether the AppID of the third party application is correct, so as to prevent malicious access or interference caused by cross-platform application.

[0126] During specific implementation, as shown in FIG. 3, Step 203 serving as an implementation where the open platform performs message prompt includes the following steps.
Step 2031: the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

Step 2032: a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

As shown in FIG. 4, Step 203 serving as another implementation where the open platform performs message prompt includes the following steps.

Step 2033: the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

The open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

Step 2034: verification is performed on the AppID of the third party application.

Step 2035: a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

In this step, after the user terminal logs in the open platform, if the user terminal initiates the third party application, then the open platform sends to the third party application the open platform account which is generated according to the AppID of the third party application and the platform login account of the user terminal. When the third party application needs to send a notification to the user, the open platform transmits, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message to the user according to the open platform account specified by the third party application, thus the prompt and push problem of the third party application is solved and the interference problem caused by cross-platform application is avoided.

As shown in FIG. 5, the second embodiment of the disclosure provides a login method, which further includes the following steps on the basis of the first embodiment.

Step 2021: the open platform generates an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal.

Step 2022: according to a preset mapping relationship, the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey are converted into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly.

Steps 2021-2022 are prior to Step 102.

After Step 102, the method further includes Step 104.

Step 104: verification is performed on the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey. If the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

The difference between the second embodiment and the first embodiment lies in that: in the second embodiment, the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent to the third party application by the open platform are converted from the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey through a preset mapping relationship.

Specifically, after the user terminal logs in and the open platform guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application, the open platform generates the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey according to the login account of the user terminal, and converts the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey according to the preset mapping relationship, thereby enhancing the safety of the third-party authorized login.

In addition, in this embodiment, after the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey from the open platform, the third party application performs validity authentication according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, wherein the specific authentication process includes two conditions as follows.

The first condition is that: the third party application performs the validity authentication locally; specifically, the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server.

The second condition is that: the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform.

In the second condition above, the authentication process specifically includes: the third party application sends to the open platform a verification request which carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and then the open platform performs the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey included in the verification request sent from the third party application; after the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds, and the third party application sends a login status, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party application and allow the user terminal to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

During the process where the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform, if the third party application needs to acquire the authorization data of the user, then the third party application carries through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform to acquire the authorization data of the user; after the open platform successfully authenticates the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the authorization data of the user to the third party application.

Hereinafter, the process of two authorized login methods of the open platform in the embodiments of the disclosure is described in detail through specific examples.

Example 1

In the Scene where the Open Platform has a Login Status

Step 104: verification is performed on the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey. If the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

The difference between the second embodiment and the first embodiment lies in that: in the second embodiment, the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent to the third party application by the open platform are converted from the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey through a preset mapping relationship.

Specifically, after the user terminal logs in and the open platform guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application, the open platform generates the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey according to the login account of the user terminal, and converts the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey according to the preset mapping relationship, thereby enhancing the safety of the third-party authorized login.

In addition, in this embodiment, after the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey from the open platform, the third party application performs validity authentication according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, wherein the specific authentication process includes two conditions as follows.

The first condition is that: the third party application performs the validity authentication locally; specifically, the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server.

The second condition is that: the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform.

In the second condition above, the authentication process specifically includes: the third party application sends to the open platform a verification request which carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and then the open platform performs the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey included in the verification request sent from the third party application; after the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds, and the third party application sends a login status, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party application and allow the user terminal to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

During the process where the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform, if the third party application needs to acquire the authorization data of the user, then the third party application carries through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform to acquire the authorization data of the user; after the open platform successfully authenticates the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the authorization data of the user to the third party application.

Hereinafter, the process of two authorized login methods of the open platform in the embodiments of the disclosure is described in detail through specific examples.

Example 1

In the Scene where the Open Platform has a Login Status

Step 104: verification is performed on the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey. If the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

The difference between the second embodiment and the first embodiment lies in that: in the second embodiment, the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent to the third party application by the open platform are converted from the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey through a preset mapping relationship.

Specifically, after the user terminal logs in and the open platform guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application, the open platform generates the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey according to the login account of the user terminal, and converts the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey according to the preset mapping relationship, thereby enhancing the safety of the third-party authorized login.

In addition, in this embodiment, after the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey from the open platform, the third party application performs validity authentication according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, wherein the specific authentication process includes two conditions as follows.

The first condition is that: the third party application performs the validity authentication locally; specifically, the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server.

The second condition is that: the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform.

In the second condition above, the authentication process specifically includes: the third party application sends to the open platform a verification request which carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and then the open platform performs the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey included in the verification request sent from the third party application; after the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds, and the third party application sends a login status, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party application and allow the user terminal to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

During the process where the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform, if the third party application needs to acquire the authorization data of the user, then the third party application carries through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform to acquire the authorization data of the user; after the open platform successfully authenticates the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the authorization data of the user to the third party application.

Hereinafter, the process of two authorized login methods of the open platform in the embodiments of the disclosure is described in detail through specific examples.

Example 1

In the Scene where the Open Platform has a Login Status
5. the third party application sends through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform to acquire the user authorization data. If the third party application does not need the user authorization data, Step 5 and Step 6 are omitted, going to Step 7 directly;
6. after the open platform successfully verifies the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the user authorization data to the third party application; and
7. the third party application sends a login status to the user terminal, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party website and to enjoy services provided by the website.

Example 2

In the Scene where the Open Platform has no Login Status

[0151] As shown in FIG. 7, the user terminal selects an OpenID or a service account to perform login, wherein the specific process includes:
1. the user logs in the third party application and performs instant-communication login in the third party application;
2. the third party application calls a front end js API provided by the open platform to open the authorization page of the open platform;
3. the open platform guides the user to perform login using an instant-communication account and a password, and guides the user terminal to agree the authorization of the third party application;
4. the user terminal agrees the authorization;
5. when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform notifies, according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform, the third party application whether the user authorization succeeds, with the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried;
6. the third party application acquires the user authorization data from the open platform, according to the login rebound protocol of the open platform;
7. after the open platform verifies the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the user authorization data to the third party application; and
8. the third party application sends a login status to the user terminal, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party website and to enjoy services provided by the website.

[0152] Through the technical schemes provided by the embodiments, the user terminal can log in the authorized website (third party application) with one account after the open platform is authorized by the open platform, thereby achieving the purpose of logging in a plurality of websites with one account; and thus convenience is provided to users and user experience is improved.

[0153] Based on the login methods above, the disclosure also provides an open platform identification method shown in FIG. 2, including the following steps.

[0154] Step 201: when a user terminal logging into an open platform initiates a third party application, the open platform acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal,

[0155] In this embodiment, the open platform might be an instant communication open platform, for example, QQ open platform and the like. The user logs in the open platform through the platform login account on a PC or a mobile phone (an IPhone). The platform login account serves as an identification for allowing the user to log in the open platform. After the user logs in the open platform, the user may click a third party application running on this open platform based on actual needs, so as to acquire corresponding services or resources.

[0156] In order to identify the open platform, an embodiment sets a parameter, i.e. an open platform account (hereinafter expressed as QPlusID) associating the third party application with the user terminal. This parameter QPlusID is generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0157] Each user terminal has a platform login account on the open platform. The third party application on each open platform has a corresponding AppID. The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application serves as the identification of the open platform, so that the third party application can send a message to the corresponding open platform according to the QPlusID when it wants to make a prompt through the open platform.

[0158] The open platform may adopt a preset algorithm to generate the QPlusID according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application. For example, the open platform can concatenate the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application together to generate the QPlusID, through existing symmetrical encryption algorithms such as TIA, DES and IDEA. The above symmetrical encryption algorithms belong to existing mature schemes and no further description is repeated here.

[0159] The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application may be generated in advance and saved in a local cache, or may be generated temporarily.

[0160] After the user terminal logs in the open platform and initiates the third party application, if the cache of the open platform has a corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform acquires the corresponding QPlusID directly; if the cache has no corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform triggers its background server to generate a QPlusID according to information such as the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0161] Step 202: the open platform account is sent to the third party application.

[0162] After the open platform acquires the QPlusID associating the third party application with the user terminal, the open platform notifies the third party application to acquire the QPlusID. After the third party application acquires through the front end the QPlusID transmitted from the open platform, the third party application logs in a background server of the third party application and transmits the acquired QPlusID to the background server of the third party application for saving. The background server of the third party application also saves the corresponding relationship between the login account of the user terminal on the third party application (that is, the third party login account referred in this embodiment) and the QPlusID, so that the third party application can provide the QPlusID to the open platform directly.
platform when needing the open platform to transmit a prompt message to the user terminal.

[0163] Step 203: a notification instruction sent by the third party application is received, and a prompt message corresponding to the notification is sent, on behalf of the third party application, to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0164] At a certain moment, when the background server of the third party application needs to notify the front end of the third party application, the front end of the third party application might be in an online state or an offline state. The background server of the third party application searches out from a locally saved list the QPplusID corresponding to the third party login account of the user terminal and authenticates the corresponding QPplusID when making a request to an interface of the prompt centre of the open platform. The prompt centre of the open platform inquires the background server of the open platform about the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application, in this way, the prompt centre of the open platform learns the destination of the prompt message, and verifies whether the AppID of the third party application is correct, so as to prevent malicious access or interference caused by cross-platform application.

[0165] During specific implementation, as shown in FIG. 3, Step 203 serving as an implementation where the open platform performs message prompt includes the following steps.

[0166] Step 2031: the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0167] The open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the QPplusID provided by the third party application.

[0168] Step 2032: a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

[0169] As shown in FIG. 4, Step 203 serves as another implementation where the open platform performs message prompt includes the following steps.

[0170] Step 2033: the open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0171] The open platform searches locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the QPplusID provided by the third party application.

[0172] Step 2034: verification is performed on the AppID of the third party application.

[0173] Step 2035: a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction is sent to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

[0174] In this embodiment, after the user terminal logs in the open platform, if the user terminal initiates the third party application, then the open platform sends to the third party application the open platform account which is generated according to the AppID of the third party application and the platform login account of the user terminal. When the third party application needs to send a notification to the user, the open platform transmits, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message to the user according to the open platform account specified by the third party application, thus the prompt and push problem of the third party application is solved and the interference problem caused by cross-platform application is avoided.

[0175] As shown in FIG. 8, a first embodiment of the disclosure provides an open platform, which includes: a guide module 401, a sending module 402 and a platform identification module 403.

[0176] The guide module 401 is configured to enter a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal.

[0177] The sending module 402 is configured to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, so that the third party application performs user-terminal-based login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey.

[0178] The platform identification module 403 is configured to send a prompt message to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

[0179] Specifically, in this embodiment, the page that the open platform enters is an authorization page. The open platform may enter the authorization page according to an application login instruction of the user terminal. The application login instruction might be a voice instruction, also might be a control set by the open platform for allowing the user terminal to access the third party application, for example, the user might click an APP application button of a client to enter the authorization page. Alternatively, the user terminal may log in the third party application (for example, the user enters the third party application by clicking a login button on the third party application) and then the third party application calls an interface of the open platform, so as to make the open platform enter the authorization page, wherein the interface might be a JS API.

[0180] After the open platform enters the authorization page, the guide module 401 guides the user to agree to authorize the third party application.

[0181] When the user terminal agrees to the authorization and the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform opens, according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform, a login success page of the third party application to notify the third party application that the user terminal agrees to the authorization; meanwhile, the open platform sends the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the third party application through the sending module 402.

[0182] After the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent from the open platform, the third party application performs authorization login. After the authorization login succeeds, the third party application sends a login status, so as to allow the user to access resources provided by the third party application and allow the user to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

[0183] As shown in FIG. 9, the second embodiment of the disclosure provides an open platform, which further includes a generation-conversion module 4012 and a verification module 404 on the basis of the first embodiment.

[0184] The generation-conversion module 4012 is connected between the guide module 401 and the sending module 402 and is configured to generate an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal, and to convert the initial OpenID and the initial
OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly according to a preset mapping relationship.

0185 The verification module 404 is connected with the sending module 402 and is configured to perform verification on the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

0186 Further, the verification module 404 is also configured to receive a verification request sent from the third party application, the verification request carrying the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; to verify the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried in the verification request and to return user authorization data to the third party application after the verification succeeds.

0187 The difference between the second embodiment and the first embodiment lies in that: in the second embodiment, the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent to the third party application by the open platform are converted from the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey through a preset mapping relationship.

0188 Specifically, after the user terminal logs in and the guide module 401 guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application, the open platform generates the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey according to the login account of the user terminal through the generation-conversion module 4012, and then the generation-conversion module 4012 converts the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly according to the preset mapping relationship, thereby enhancing the safety of the third-party authorized login.

0189 In addition, in this embodiment, after the third party application receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey from the open platform, the third party application performs validity authentication according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, wherein the specific authentication process includes two conditions as follows.

0190 The first condition is that: the third party application performs the validity authentication locally; specifically, the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server.

0191 The second condition is that: the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform; specifically, the authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey is performed through the verification module 404 of the open platform.

0192 In the second condition above, the authentication process specifically includes: the third party application sends to the open platform a verification request which carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and then the open platform performs the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey included in the verification request transmitted from the third party application; after the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds, and the third party application transmits a login status, allows the user terminal to access resources provided by the third party application and allows the user terminal to enjoy services provided by the third party application.

0193 During the process where the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform, if the third party application needs to acquire the authorization data of the user, then the third party application carries through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform to acquire the authorization data of the user; after the open platform successfully authenticates the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform returns the authorization data of the user to the third party application.

0194 The platform identification module 403, as shown in FIG. 10, includes an acquisition module 4031, a sending module 4032 and a prompt module 4033.

0195 The acquisition module 4031 is configured to acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of a third party application and a platform login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

0196 The sending module 4032 is configured to send the open platform account to the third party application.

0197 The prompt module 4033 is configured to receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

0198 In this embodiment, the open platform might be an instant communication open platform, for example, QQ open platform and the like. The user logs in the open platform through the platform login account on a PC or a mobile phone (an IPhone). The platform login account serves as the identification for allowing the user to log in the open platform. After the user logs in the open platform, the user may click a third party application running on this open platform based on actual needs, so as to acquire corresponding services or resources.

0199 In order to identify the open platform, an embodiment sets a parameter, i.e. an open platform account (hereinafter expressed as QPlusID) associating the third party application with the user terminal. This parameter QPlusID is generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

0200 Each user terminal has a platform login account on the open platform. The third party application on each open platform has a corresponding AppID. The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application serves as the identification of the open platform, so that the third party application can send a message to the corresponding open platform according to the QPlusID when it wants to make a prompt through the open platform.

0201 The QPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application may be generated in advance and saved in a local cache, or may be generated temporarily.

0202 After the user terminal logs in the open platform and initiates the third party application, if the cache of the open platform has a corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform acquires the corresponding QPlusID directly through the acquisition module 4031; if the cache has no corresponding QPlusID, then the open platform triggers its background server through the acquisition module 4031 to generate a
QPPlusID according to information such as the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0203] After the open platform acquires the QPPlusID associating the third party application with the user terminal, the open platform notifies the third party application to acquire the QPPlusID and sends the QPPlusID to the third party application through the sending module 4032. After the third party application acquires through its front end the QPPlusID sent from the open platform, the third party application logs in a background server of the third party application and sends the acquired QPPlusID to the background server of the third party application for saving. The background server of the third party application also saves the relationship between the login account of the user terminal on the third party application (that is, the third party login account referred to in this embodiment) and the QPPlusID, so that the third party application can provide the QPPlusID to the open platform when needing the open platform to transmit a prompt message to the user terminal.

[0204] The open platform may adopt a preset algorithm to generate the QPPlusID according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application. For example, the open platform can concatenate the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application together to generate the QPPlusID, through existing symmetrical encryption algorithms such as TEA, DES and IDEA. The above symmetrical encryption algorithms belong to existing mature schemes and no further description is repeated here.

[0205] At a certain point, when the background server of the third party application needs to notify the front end of the third party application, the front end of the third party application might be in an online state or an offline state. The background server of the third party application searches out from a locally saved list the QPPlusID corresponding to the third party login account of the user terminal and specifies the corresponding QPPlusID when making a request to an interface of the prompt centre of the open platform; The prompt module 4033 of the open platform inquires, through the prompt centre, the background server of the open platform about the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application, in this way, the prompt centre of the open platform learns the destination of the prompt message, and verifies whether the AppID of the third party application is correct, so as to prevent malicious access or interference caused by cross-platform application.

[0206] During specific implementation, as shown in FIG. 11, in an embodiment, the prompt module 4033 includes: a searching unit 40331 and a sending unit 40332.

[0207] The search unit 40331 is configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0208] The transmitting unit 40332 is configured to send a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

[0209] As shown in FIG. 12, in another embodiment, the prompt module 4033 includes a searching unit 40331, a sending unit 40332 and a verification unit 40333.

[0210] In this embodiment, the searching unit 40331 is configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0211] The verification unit 40333 is configured to verify the AppID of the third party application.

[0212] The sending unit 40332 is further configured to send a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

[0213] The disclosure also provides an open platform, which includes a platform identification module 403, wherein the platform identification module 403, as shown in FIG. 10, includes: an acquisition module 4031, a sending module 4032 and a prompt module 4033.

[0214] The acquisition module 4031 is configured to acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of a third party application and a platform login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

[0215] The sending module 4032 is configured to send the open platform account to the third party application.

[0216] The prompt module 4033 is configured to receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0217] In this embodiment, the open platform might be an instant communication open platform, for example, QQ open platform and the like. The user logs in the open platform through the platform login account on a PC or a mobile phone (an iPhone). The platform login account serves as the identification for allowing the user to log in the open platform. After the user logs in the open platform, the user may click a third party application running on this open platform based on actual needs, so as to acquire corresponding services or resources.

[0218] In order to identify the open platform, an embodiment sets a parameter, i.e. an open platform account (hereinafter expressed as QPPlusID) associating the third party application with the user terminal. This parameter QPPlusID is generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0219] Each user terminal has a platform login account on the open platform. The third party application on each open platform has a corresponding AppID. The QPPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application serves as the identification of the open platform, so that the third party application can send a message to the corresponding open platform according to the QPPlusID when it wants to make a prompt through the open platform.

[0220] The QPPlusID generated by the open platform according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application may be generated in advance and saved in a local cache, or may be generated temporarily.

[0221] After the user terminal logs in the open platform and initiates the third party application, if the cache of the open platform has a corresponding QPPlusID, then the open platform acquires the corresponding QPPlusID directly through the acquisition module 4031, if the cache has no correspond-
ing QPlusID, then the open platform triggers its background server through the acquisition module 4031 to generate a QPlusID according to information such as the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.

[0222] After the open platform acquires the QPlusID associating the third party application with the user terminal, the open platform notifies the third party application to acquire the QPlusID and sends the QPlusID to the third party application through the sending module 4032. After the third party application acquires through its front end the QPlusID sent from the open platform, the third party application logs in a background server of the third party application and sends the acquired QPlusID to the background server of the third party application for saving. The background server of the third party application also saves the relationship between the login account of the user terminal on the third party application (that is, the third party login account referred to in this embodiment) and the QPlusID, so that the third party application can provide the QPlusID to the open platform when needing the open platform to transmit a prompt message to the user terminal.

[0223] The open platform may adopt a preset algorithm to generate the QPlusID according to the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application. For example, the open platform can concatenate the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application together to generate the QPlusID, through existing symmetrical encryption algorithms such as TEA, DES and IDEA. The above symmetrical encryption algorithms belong to existing mature schemes and no further description is repeated here.

[0224] At a certain point, when the background server of the third party application needs to notify the front end of the third party application, the front end of the third party application might be in an online state or an offline state. The background server of the third party application searches out from a locally saved list the QPlusID corresponding to the third party login account of the user terminal and specifies the corresponding QPlusID when making a request to an interface of the prompt centre of the open platform; The prompt module 4033 of the open platform inquires, through the prompt centre, the background server of the open platform about the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application, in this way, the prompt centre of the open platform learns the destination of the prompt message, and verifies whether the AppID of the third party application is correct, so as to prevent malicious access or interference caused by cross-platform application.

[0225] During specific implementation, as shown in FIG. 11, in an embodiment, the prompt module 4033 includes: a searching unit 40331 and a sending unit 40332.

[0226] The search unit 40331 is configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0227] The transmitting unit 40332 is configured to send a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.

[0228] As shown in FIG. 12, in another embodiment, the prompt module 4033 includes a searching unit 40331, a sending unit 40332 and a verification unit 40333.

[0229] In this embodiment, the searching unit 40331 is configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0230] The verification unit 40333 is configured to verify the AppID of the third party application.

[0231] The sending unit 40332 is further configured to send a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.

[0232] As shown in FIG. 13, another embodiment of the disclosure provides a login system, which includes: a user terminal 501, an open platform 502 and a third party application 503.

[0233] The user terminal 501 is configured to link to the open platform 502 and to send an authorization instruction for the third party application 503 to the open platform 502, and to receive access resources and services provided by the third party application 503 after the authorized login of the third party application 503 succeeds.

[0234] The open platform 502 is configured to enter a page to receive the authorization instruction for the third party application 503 from the user terminal, to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application 503 according to a preset login reauthentication protocol of the open platform 502 when the connection of authorization of the user terminal 501 succeeds, and to send a prompt message to the user terminal 501 with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform 502 when the user terminal logging into the open platform 502 initiates the third party application.

[0235] The third party application 503 is configured to receive the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent by the open platform 502, to send a login status according to the first OpenID and the first Open Key, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources of the third party application 503 and provide site services for the user terminal.

[0236] Further, the open platform 502 may be further configured to verify the validity of the third party application 503 according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application 503 succeeds.

[0237] The third party application 503 may be further configured to be subject to validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; if the verification succeeds, the third party application 503 may be configured to be subject to the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform 502.

[0238] When the third party application 503 is subject to the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform 502, the third party application 503 may be further configured to send to the open platform 502 a verification request to acquire user authorization data, the verification request carrying the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and to receive the user authorization data returned after the open platform 502 verifies the OpenID and the first OpenKey are valid.

[0239] In this embodiment, the open platform 502 may enter an authorization page according to an application login instruction of the user terminal 501. Alternatively, the user terminal 501 may log in the third party application 503 and the third party application 503 calls a js API of the open platform 502, so as to make the open platform 502 enter the
authorization page. For the latter condition, the third party application 503 receives a login instruction of the user terminal 501 and calls, according to the login instruction, a corresponding interface such as js API of the open platform 502 to open the authorization page of the open platform 502.

[0240] After the open platform 502 enters the authorization page, the open platform 502 guides the user terminal to agree to authorize the third party application 503.

[0241] When the user terminal 501 agrees the authorization and the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform 502 opens, according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform 502, a login success page of the third party application 503 to notify the third party application 503 that the user terminal 501 agrees the authorization; meanwhile, the first OpenID and the first OpenKey are brought to the third party application 503 by the open platform 502.

[0242] The first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent to the third party application 503 by the open platform 502 may be the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey acquired after the open platform 502 guides the user terminal 501 to agree to the authorization, also may be converted though a preset mapping relationship from the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey acquired by the open platform 502.

[0243] Specifically, after the user terminal 501 logs in and the open platform 502 guides the user terminal 501 to agree to authorize the third party application 503, the open platform 502 generates the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey according to the login account of the user terminal 501, and converts the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey according to the preset mapping relationship, thereby enhancing the safety of the third-party authorized login.

[0244] After the third party application 503 receives the first OpenID and the first OpenKey from the open platform 502, the third party application performs validity authentication according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, wherein the specific authentication process includes two conditions as follows.

[0245] The first condition is that: the third party application 503 performs the validity authentication locally; specifically, the third party application is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local sensor.

[0246] The second condition is that: the third party application 503 is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform 502.

[0247] In the second condition above, the authentication process specifically includes: the third party application 503 sends to the open platform a verification request which carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and then the open platform 502 performs the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey included in the verification request from the third party application 503; after the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application 503 succeeds, and the third party application 503 sends a login status, so as to allow the user terminal 501 to access resources provided by the third party application 503 and allow the user terminal 501 to enjoy services provided by the third party application 503.

[0248] During the process where the third party application 503 is subject to the validity authentication on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by the open platform 502, if the third party application 503 needs to acquire the authorization data of the user, then the third party application 503 carries through the local server the first OpenID and the first OpenKey to the background server of the open platform 502 to acquire the authorization data of the user; after the open platform 502 successfully authenticates the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, the open platform 502 returns the authorization data of the user to the third party application 503.

[0249] When the user terminal logging into the open platform 502 initiates the third party application, the open platform 502 acquires an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, sends the open platform account to the third party application 503, receives a notification instruction sent by the third party application 503, and sends on behalf of the third party application 503 a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal 501 according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

[0250] Correspondingly, the third party application 503 receives the open platform account sent by the open platform 502 and records the relationship between the third party login account of the user terminal 501 and the QPlusID, when the user terminal logs in the third party application 503, and acquires the corresponding open platform account according to the third party login account of the user terminal 501 and provides a notification to the open platform 502 when the third party application 503 needs to send the notification to the user terminal 501.

[0251] With the login method, the open platform and the open platform system provided by the embodiments of the disclosure, a user terminal is guided to agree to authorize a third party application through a page of the open platform; when the connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, the open platform brings a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform, and then validity verification is performed on the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey. After the verification succeeds, it is indicated that the authorized login of the third party application succeeds; and thus login can be implemented in various forms. Therefore, the user does not need to register or manage login accounts of a plurality of websites, but needs one registered account on an open platform only to access a plurality of websites after authorization, and thus convenience is provided to the user. Moreover, after the user terminal logs in the open platform, if the user terminal initiates the third party application, the open platform sends to the third party application an open platform account which is generated according to the AppID of the third party application and the platform login account of the user terminal. When the third party application needs to send a notification to the user, the open platform sends, on behalf of the third party application, a corresponding prompt message to the user according to the open platform account specified by the third party application, thus the prompt and push problem of the third party application is solved and the interference problem caused by cross-platform application is prevented.

[0252] As shown in FIG. 14, an embodiment of the disclosure provides an open platform identification system, which includes an open platform 701 and a third party application 702.
3. The login method according to claim 2, wherein the step of verifying the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey comprises: receiving a verification request sent from the third party application, wherein the verification request carries the first OpenID and the first OpenKey; and verifying the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried in the verification request.

4. The login method according to claim 3, further comprising:

after the verification succeeds, returning, by the open platform, user authorization data to the third party application.

5. The login method according to claim 3, further comprising:

before the step of sending the first OpenID and the first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to the preset login rebound protocol of the open platform, generating, by the open platform, an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal; and according to a preset mapping relationship, converting the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly.

6. The login method according to claim 4, wherein the open platform enters the page according to an application login instruction of the user terminal; or wherein the user terminal logs in the third party application and the third party application calls an interface of the open platform, so as to make the open platform enter the page.

7. The login method according to claim 1, wherein when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, sending the prompt message to the user terminal with the open platform account serving as the identification of the open platform comprises:

when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, acquiring by the open platform the open platform account which is generated according to an application ID (AppID) of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal;

sending the open platform account to the third party application;

receiving a notification instruction sent by the third party application; and

sending, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

8. An open platform, comprising: a guide module, a sending module and a platform identification module, wherein the guide module is configured to enter a page to receive an authorization instruction for a third party application from a user terminal, wherein the sending module is configured to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a login rebound protocol of the open platform when connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, so that the third party application performs user-terminal-based authorized login according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and
the platform identification module is configured to send a prompt message to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application.

9. The open platform according to claim 8, further comprising:
   a verification module, which is configured to verify the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, when the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

10. The open platform according to claim 9, wherein the verification module is further configured to receive a verification request sent from the third party application, the verification request carrying the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, and to verify the validity of the first OpenID and the first OpenKey carried in the verification request.

11. The open platform according to claim 10, wherein the verification module is further configured to return user authorization data to the third party application after the verification succeeds.

12. The open platform according to claim 8, further comprising:
   a generation-conversion module, which is configured to generate an initial OpenID and an initial OpenKey according to a login account of the user terminal, and to convert the initial OpenID and the initial OpenKey into the first OpenID and the first OpenKey correspondingly according to a preset mapping relationship.

13. The open platform according to claim 8, wherein the platform identification module comprises: an acquisition module, a sending module and a prompt module, wherein the acquisition module is configured to acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, wherein the sending module is configured to send the open platform account to the third party application, and wherein the prompt module is configured to receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

14. A login system, comprising: a user terminal, an open platform and a third party application, wherein the user terminal is configured to link to the open platform and to send an authorization instruction for the third party application to the open platform, and to receive access resources and services provided by the第三 party application when the authorized login of the third party application succeeds, wherein the open platform is configured to enter a page to receive the authorization instruction for the third party application from the user terminal, to send a first OpenID and a first OpenKey of the user terminal to the third party application according to a preset login rebound protocol of the open platform when connection of authorization of the user terminal succeeds, and to send a prompt message to the user terminal with an open platform account serving as an identification of the open platform when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application, and wherein the third party application is configured to receive the first OpenID and the first OpenKey sent by the open platform, to send a login status according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, so as to allow the user terminal to access resources of the third party application and provide site services for the user terminal.

15. The system according to claim 14, wherein the open platform is further configured to verify the validity of the third party application according to the first OpenID and the first OpenKey, when the verification succeeds, it is indicated the authorized login of the third party application succeeds.

16. The system according to claim 14, wherein the third party application is further configured to be subject to validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey by a local server, or, the third party application is configured to be subject to the validity verification on the first OpenID and the first OpenKey on the open platform.

17. The system according to claim 14, wherein the third party application is further configured to receive an application login instruction from a client, and to call, according to the application login instruction, an interface of the open platform so as to open a page of the open platform.

18. The system according to claim 14, wherein the open platform is configured to: acquire an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal, when the user terminal logging into the open platform initiates the third party application;
   send the open platform account to the third party application;
   receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

19. An open platform identification method, comprising:
   when a user terminal logging into an open platform initiates a third party application, acquiring, by the open platform, an open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform login account of the user terminal;
   sending the open platform account to the third party application;
   receiving a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein the step of acquiring, by the open platform, the open platform account which is generated according to the AppID of the third party application and the platform login account of the user terminal comprises:
acquiring, by the open platform, the open platform account from cache; or
generating, by the open platform, a temporary open platform account through a preset algorithm according to
the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application.
21. The method according to claim 19, wherein the step of
sending, by the open platform, on behalf of the third party
application, the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open
platform account carried in the notification instruction comprises:
by the open platform, searching locally for the platform login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open
platform account carried in the notification instruction; and
sending the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the
platform login account of the user terminal.
22. The method according to claim 19, wherein the step of
sending, by the open platform, on behalf of the third party
application, the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open
platform account carried in the notification instruction includes:
by the open platform, searching locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the
third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction; and
verifying the AppID of the third party application;
sending the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the
platform login account of the terminal, after the verification succeeds.
23. An open platform, comprising a platform identification
module, wherein the platform identification module comprises: an acquisition module, a sending module and a prompt
module,
wherein the acquisition module is configured to acquire an
open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of a third party application and a platform login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal
logging into the open platform initiates the third party
application,
wherein the sending module is configured to send the open
platform account to the third party application, and
wherein the prompt module is configured to receive a noti-
fication instruction sent by the third party application, and
to send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open
platform account carried in the notification instruction.
24. The open platform according to claim 23, wherein the
acquisition module is configured to acquire the open platform
account from cache, or
wherein the acquisition module is configured to generate a
temporary open platform account through a preset algo-
rithm according to the platform login account of the user
terminal and the AppID of the third party application.
25. The open platform according to claim 23, wherein the
prompt module comprises:
a searching unit, configured to search locally for the platform
login account of the user terminal corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction; and
a sending unit, configured to send the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal.
26. The open platform according to claim 25, wherein the
prompt module further comprises a verification unit,
wherein the searching unit is further configured to search locally for the platform login account of the user terminal and the AppID of the third party application corresponding to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction,
wherein the verification unit is configured to verify the
AppID of the third party application, and
wherein the sending unit is configured to send the prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the platform login account of the user terminal, after the verification succeeds.
27. An open platform identification system, comprising an
open platform and a third party application,
wherein the open platform is configured to: acquire an
open platform account which is generated according to an AppID of the third party application and a platform
login account of a user terminal, when the user terminal
logging into the open platform initiates the third party
application; send the open platform account to the third
party application; receive a notification instruction sent by the third party application, and send, on behalf of the third party application, a prompt message corresponding to the notification instruction to the user terminal according to the open platform account carried in the notification instruction,
wherein the third party application is configured to: receive
the open platform account sent by the open platform and
record a relationship between the third party login account of the user terminal and the open platform account, when the user terminal logs in the third party
application; acquire the open platform account according to the third party login account of the user terminal and provide a notification to the open platform, when the third party application needs to send the notification to the user terminal.
28. The system according to claim 27, wherein the open
platform is the one according to claim 23.
* * * * *